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Theory and practice of orbital angular
momentum and beyond

Abderrahmen Trichili, Mitchell A. Cox, Benjamin Perez-Garcia, Boon S. Ooi, and
Mohamed-Slim Alouini

Abstract

Nearly three decades since its discovery, orbital angular momentum (OAM) has proven to be highly
versatile for a wide range of applications. It is an indispensable tool in quantum optics, has made a
significant impact in optical tweezing, enabled higher contrast and more detailed imaging, and offers a
convenient way to harness the space degree of freedom in telecommunications. In this paper, we present
a review of a wide range of applications of OAM as well as describing the creation and detection of
OAM modes, with a focus on the use of OAM in communications. In addition, we detail various similar
higher-order optical modes, such as vector vortex modes, and provide an introduction to the use of OAM
in quantum optics, pitched for readers new to the field.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1992, Allen et al. discovered that light can carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) [1]. This is a
fundamental property of light, with each photon having `~ of orbital angular momentum, where ~ is the
reduced Planck constant. OAM is different from spin angular momentum (SAM), associated with the
polarization of light. SAM can only take two states: right-handed and left-handed. On the other hand,
OAM is defined by a so-called topological charge (or azimuthal mode index), `, which is an unbounded
integer and represents the number of 2π phase rotations in one wavelength. In a classical context, OAM
manifests as a helical wavefront and is characterized by an azimuthally varying phase term exp(i`φ).
Here, φ is the azimuthal angle.

The wavefront of an OAM beam of light is twisted like a corkscrew, or perhaps a Fusilli pasta. Since
the phase at the center is undefined, there can be no light in the center, and so the beam possesses a
doughnut-like transverse intensity profile, as can be seen in Fig. 1.

The orbital angular momentum of light has proven to be highly versatile and has unlocked many new
avenues of research. It has found use in astronomy [2], particle manipulation and tweezing [3], imaging
[4], remote sensing [5], quantum optics [6], and communication technology [7], [8], for example.

Here we particularly focus on the contribution of OAM in communication and quantum information. We
begin by describing some of the more common higher-order mode sets, some of which contain OAM in
Sec. II. Following this, in Sec. III we delve into more detail on the various methods and techniques used
for the generation and detection of OAM modes in particular. We identify and briefly describe the main
contributions of OAM across multiple communication forms, namely free space optics (FSO), optical fiber,
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Fig. 1. A schematic illustration (a) helical phasefront, (b) transverse phase profile, (c,d) intensity, and transverse intensity profile
of an OAM with ` = 3.

underwater optical wireless communication (UWOC), and radio frequency (RF) systems in Sec. IV. In
Sec. IV, we also discuss the major practical implementation challenges of OAM communication links and
the different mitigation strategies. Vector OAM modes, or in other words, OAM beams with a non-uniform
polarization, are a very interesting family of modes with novel applications and properties. We discuss
some of these applications and important lab techniques and theory applicable to these so-called vector
vortex modes in Sec. V. Finally, OAM has, in some sense, revolutionized the tools available to us in the
quantum world. We describe these tools and applications in Sec. VI.

II. HIGHER-ORDER SPATIAL MODES OF LIGHT

Electromagnetic fields in free space can be described by the Helmholtz equation where the complex
amplitude is that of the electric vector field (E):

[∇2 + n2k2]E = 0, (1)

where k is the wave number in a vacuum, and n is the refractive index (n = 1 in a vacuum). The
wavenumber is defined as:

k =
2π

λ
, (2)

where λ is the wavelength. Solutions to the Helmholtz equation (1) are often referred to as modes.

It is worth noting that any complex-valued function can be written in the form:

g(s, z) = A(s, z)eiθ(s,z), (3)
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where s refers to the transverse coordinates, which can be Cartesian, s ≡ (x, y) or cylindrical, s ≡ (r, φ).
A(s, z) is called the amplitude function or magnitude of the complex function. θ(s, z) is called the phase
function, which is the argument of the complex function.

If we assume that the propagation of an optical beam is mainly in the z direction, known as the paraxial
approximation, then it is convenient to write the scalar field vector as:

U(s, z) = A(s, z)e−ikz, (4)

where the transverse profile of the beam is a complex scalar wave amplitude, A. For convenience, we can
split the Laplacian operator into a transverse (T ) and z component, resulting in:

∇2 = ∇2
T + δ2z (5)

If Equation (4) is substituted into Equation (1) and the split Laplacian is used, the resulting Helmholtz
equation becomes:

∇2
TA(s, z) +

δ2A(s, z)

δz2
− 2ik

δA(s, z)

δz
= 0 (6)

Since the propagation is mainly in the z direction, this results in a very slow variation in the z direction,
we can assume that δ2zA(s, z) ≈ 0 and so under the paraxial approximation the equation becomes:

∇2
TA(s, z)− 2ik

δA(s, z)

δz
= 0 (7)

A. Laguerre Gaussian Modes

Orbital angular momentum modes are derived from the Laguerre Gaussian (LG) mode family, which
represents a solution to the Helmholtz equation under the paraxial wave approximation. The electric field
of an LG mode with a topological charge ` and radial index p in a cylindrical system coordinates (r, φ, z),
is given as follows:

ELG(p,`)(r, φ, z) =
1

ω(z)

√
2p!

π(| ` | +p)!
exp

[
i(2p+ | ` | +1)Φ(z)

](√2r

ω(z)

)|`|
L|`|p

(
2r2

ω(z)2

)
× exp

(
− ikr2

2R(z)

)
exp

(
− r2

ω(z)2

)
exp(i`φ),

(8)

with
ω(z) = ω0

√
1 + z2/z2R, (9)

R(z) = z
[
1 + (zR/z)

2
]
, (10)

zR = πω2
0/λ, (11)

Φ(z) = arctan(z/zR), (12)

Here, ω(z) is the Gaussian beam width, and ω0 is the beam width at the origin (z = 0). R(z) denotes
the beam curvature and zR is the Rayleigh range of the beam, which is the distance along the propagation
direction from z = 0 where beam radius is increased by a factor of

√
2. Φ(z) is the Gouy phase. L|`|p (·) are

the generalized Laguerre Polynomials. k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, and λ is the operating wavelength.
The particular case of ` = p = 0 corresponds to the Gaussian beam. The M2 = 2p+ |`|+ 1 is the beam
propagation factor of an LG mode, which describes how the beam propagates in free space.
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Fig. 2. A set of (top) amplitude, (middle) phase and (bottom) intensity profiles of LG modes.

The transverse intensity profiles of LG beams are given in Fig. 2. LG modes with p = 0 are commonly
known as OAM-only beams. At any z plane, LG beams, with the same waist are orthogonal with respect
to ` and p:

〈ELG(p,`), E
LG
(p′,`′)〉 =

∫ ∞
0

∫ 2π

0
ELG(p,`)E

LG∗
(p′,`′)rdrdφ

= δ``′δpp′ =

{
0 ` 6= `′ or p 6= p′

1 ` = `′ and p = p′
,

(13)

where 〈·〉 is the inner product operator and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Any beam can be decomposed
in the LG mode basis as follows:

U =
∑
n,m

cnmE
LG
n,m, (14)

where cnm are the mode content coefficients (these are complex numbers to represent relative amplitude
and phase) and can be determined through inner product measurements:

cnm = 〈U,ELGn,m〉. (15)

B. Hermite Gaussian Beams

Hermite Gaussian beams are solutions of the paraxial wave equation. Each HGnxny
mode is characterized

by two indices ny and ny, which indicate the number of nodes on the horizontal and the vertical axis,
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respectively. In a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z), the electric field of a Hermite Gaussian beam can
be written as [9]:

EHG(nx,ny)
(x, y, z) =

√
2

πnx!ny!
2−

nx+ny

2 exp

[
−ik(x2 + y2)

2R(z)

]
exp

[
i(nx + ny + 1)Φ(z)

]
× exp

(
−x

2 + y2

ω(z)2

)
Hnx

(√
2x

ω(z)

)
Hny

(√
2y

ω(z)

)
,

(16)

where Hnx
(·) and Hny

(·) are Hermite polynomials of order nx and ny, respectively. The beam quality
factor of a HG beam is M2 = nx + ny + 1 and the particular case of nx = ny = 0 corresponds to the
Gaussian beam. Figure 3 contains the amplitude, phase and intensity of a set of HG modes.

Fig. 3. A set of (top) amplitude, (middle) phase and (bottom) intensity profiles of HG modes.

Since HG and LG both form orthonormal and complete mode basis, any mode from the HG basis can
be expressed as a function of LG modes, and vice versa. Expressing LG as a function of HG modes can
be as follows [10]:

ELGnm =

N∑
k=0

ikb(n,m, k)EHGN−k,k, (17)

with

b(n,m, k) =

(
(N − k)!k!

2Nn!m!

)1/2 1

k!

dk

dtk
[(1− t)n(1 + t)m] |t=0, (18)

where N = n + m = 2p + |`|. The indices (n,m) used here for the LG mode are not the same as `
and p initially defined in section II-A, which are p = min(n,m) and ` = n −m. Figure 4 shows the
decomposition of LG modes in terms of HG modes. Transforming HG modes to LG modes (and from
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Fig. 4. Decomposition of LG beams with (p, `) indices as a function of HG modes with (n,m) indices, determined using
Eq. (17).

Fig. 5. HG to LG mode conversion using cylindrical lenses. f is the focal length of each of the cylindrical lenses.

LG to HG) can be performed experimentally via cylindrical lenses, as demonstrated in [10]. An example
of HG beam conversion to an LG beam using 2 cylindrical lenses is shown in Fig. 5.

C. Ince Gaussian Beams

Ince Gaussian (IG) modes are another family of modes that are exact solutions of the paraxial wave
approximation in elliptical coordinates [11]. Each mode is characterized by three parameters p, m, and ε.
The mode indices (p,m) are positive integers. ε defines the beam ellipticity. The electric field of an even
IG beam is given as follows:

EIG(p,m,ε)(u, v, z) = AIGC
m
p (iu, ε)Cmp (v, ε) exp

(
− r2

ω(z)2

)
exp

(
i
kr2

2R(z)
− ikz

)
exp(−i(p+ 1)Φ(z)),

(19)
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Fig. 6. A set of (top) amplitude, (middle) phase, and (bottom) intensity transverse profiles of IG beams with ellipticity parameter
ε = 2.

where AIG is a normalization coefficient, and Cmp (., ε) are the even Ince polynomials. The odd IG beams
can be obtained by replacing Cmp (., ε) by Smp (., ε), the odd Ince polynomials. u and v are the radial and
angular elliptical coordinates, respectively, defined by:

x =
√
ε/2ω0 cosh(u) cos(v) (20)

y =
√
ε/2ω0 sinh(u) sin(v) (21)

When the elliptical coordinates tend to cylindrical coordinates, i.e., ε→ 0, IG transit to LG beams. IG and
LG mode indices are related in this case as | ` |= m and p = (p−m)/2. When the elliptical coordinates
tend to Cartesian coordinates, i.e., ε→∞, IG modes transit to HG modes. IG and HG mode indices are
related in this case as: nx = m and ny = p−m. The beam quality factor of an IG beam is M2 = p+ 1.
The amplitude, phase, and intensity of a set of IG beams are depicted in Fig. 6.

D. Bessel Beams

Bessel beams form a set of solutions of the wave equation that are non-diffracting [12]. In cylindrical
coordinates (r, φ, z), the electric field of a Bessel beam is expressed as:

EBB`,kr(r, φ, z) =
√

2/`J`

(
zRkrr

zR − iz

)
exp(i`φ− ikzz), (22)

where J`(.) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order `. kr and kz are the radial and longitudinal
wavenumbers, respectively. Each Bessel beam is characterized by an ` index, indicating the OAM modal
content, and kr, which determines the spacing between the intensity rings of a beam. Figure 7 shows the
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Fig. 7. A set of (top) amplitude, (middle) phase, and (bottom) intensity transverse profiles of Bessel beams.

amplitude, phase, and intensity of a set of Bessel beams. Unlike Gaussian beams, a Bessel beam carry an
infinite amount of power. In practice, it is not possible to generate beams with infinite power, therefore,
Bessel beams are approximated with Bessel Gaussian (BG) beams, whose electric fields can be expressed
as follows:

EBG`,kr(r, φ, z) =
√

2/`J`

(
zRkrr

zR − iz

)
exp(i`φ− ikzz) exp

(
ik2rzω

2
0 − 2kr2

4(zR − iz)

)
, (23)

BG beams are able to reconstruct themselves after encountering an obstruction, along the propagation
path. However, when generate in laboratory, they have a finite propagation length, given by:

zmax =
2πω0

λkr
. (24)

Note that in addition to the LG, HG, IG and BG mode bases, other bases are solutions to the wave
equation, including the Mathieu and Airy mode families, which can carry OAM but will not be covered
here. In the following, we focus on OAMs derived from the LG mode family.

III. OAM GENERATION AND DETECTION

As we discussed in II-B, mode converters based on cylindrical lenses can take as input HG laser modes
to produce LG modes carrying OAMs. OAMs can be also generated using various other techniques,
including spiral phase plates (SPPs) [13], q-plates [14], computer-generated holograms (CGHs) printed on
spatial light modulators (SLMs) [15]:
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A. Spiral Phase Plates

A SPP is a structure with a thickness that varies with the azimuthal angle and introduces a phase shift
of 2π` to an incoming Gaussian light beam, as can be seen in Fig. 8(a1). To generate an OAM with a
charge `, an SPP is designed in a way that the step height, the maximum thickness difference between the
lowest and highest point, is hs = `λ/(n− n0), with λ is the incident light wavelength, n is the refractive
index of the material from which the SPP is fabricated, n0 is the medium surrounding the SPP (n = 1
for air), and φ is the azimuth. The total height of an SPP is h = hs + h0, with h0 is the SPP base height.
SPPs can also be created using multiple “staircases”. The number of etched staircases around 360◦ in a
single SPP corresponds to the absolute value of the topological charge (see the SPPs with different orders
in Figs. 8(a2-a4)). The height of a unit step of an SPP with multiple staircases is s = λφ/(2π(n− n0))
and the maximum thickness difference between the lowest and highest point is ∆h = λ/(n− n0). Once
it is fabricated, the OAM order of an SPP is fixed, and only a single OAM beam can be generated from
a Gaussian input beam.

B. Q-Plates

A q-plate is an optics that takes as an input a light beam with a circular polarization state to produce an
OAM beam with an opposite circular polarization state, as depicted in Fig. 8(b). A q-plate with order q
generates an OAM of ±m~, with m = 2q (depending on the handedness of the input circular polarization,
as seen Fig. 8(b)). Q-plates can be fabricated using liquid crystals, computer-generated sub-wavelength
gratings, or polymer materials. A single q-plate can generate a single or multiple OAM if it is tunable
[16]. Static q-plates are designed to operate for a single wavelength, and liquid-crystal ones can have a
working wavelength range.

C. Holograms

CGHs can be used to create OAM beams with different topological charges when loaded on an SLM,
which is an electronically programmable device that can be set to manipulate the phase (and the amplitude)
of a light beam. An illustration of OAM generation using a hologram is shown in Fig. 8(c1). CGHs are
generated using a transmittance function of exp(i`φ), and can also have grating functions to separate
the diffraction orders, resulting in fork holograms. Fork holograms can also be binary. The spiral, fork,
and binary CGHs that can be used to generate an OAM of charge ` = 1 are shown in Figs. 8(c2) and
(c3). The most commonly used SLMs are based on liquid crystals (LCs). An LC-based SLM contains
a screen of electrically addressable pixels in which the orientation of the liquid crystals is controlled
by applying a voltage. The advantage of the use of SLMs is the broad spectrum of the devices and
the ability to generate single and superposition of OAM beams (or any other beam-type as described
above, for that matter) dynamically using a single device [17]. There are also SLMs that are based on
digital micro-mirror devices (DMDs) and are composed of arrays of highly reflective micromirrors. Each
individual micromirror forms a pixel element of the DMD array and can be rotated to an “on” or “off”
degree state (±12◦ for most DMDs). DMD-based SLMs are able to generate OAMs in a faster manner
than the LCs-based ones [18], [19]. DMDs are often widely and affordably available as commercial digital
light projectors can sometimes be modified into SLMs [20].

D. Metamaterials

Metamaterial-based techniques were also proven to be efficient in generating OAM modes [21]. An
illustration of a metamaterial-based OAM generation method is shown in Fig 8(d). The example, shown in
Fig. 8(d), corresponds to a metasurface composed with an array of plasmonic gold nano-antenna (having a
sub- wavelength thickness) that takes as input circularly polarized visible light to produce OAM carrying
light (with opposite circular polarization state to the input beam) [21].
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Fig. 8. An illustration of various OAM generation techniques. (a1) Creation of an OAM beam using a spiral phase plate from
an incident Gaussian beam. (a2)-(a4) Examples of SPP structures with staircases. (b) Creation of an OAM using a q-plate from
an incoming circularly polarized beam. (c1) OAM generation using a computer-generated hologram and Gaussian incident beam.
Illustration of (c2) spiral, (c3) fork, and (c4) binary fork holograms. (d) OAM generation from an incoming circularly polarized
light using a metasurface (Adapted from [21]).

E. Detection Methods

The detection of OAM beams can be accomplished using several tools. One way is to use an SPP in an
inverse process to the generation, i.e., to detect an OAM of charge `, it is possible to use an SPP with an
opposite charge to convert the OAM beam back to a Gaussian beam. Mode sorters based on the use of
transformation optics have been proven to be efficient in measuring a large number of OAM states [22].
CGHs loaded on LCs SLMs are so far the widely commonly used method to detect OAMs with different
charges and reveal the modal content of any ‘unknown’ beam. The technique used to characterize a beam
by its modal components using CGHs is known as modal decomposition and is thoroughly explained in
[23]. Interestingly, it is possible to use modal decomposition to reconstruct a beam’s wavefront from its
OAM and other modal components in a high-speed manner using a DMD [24].

IV. OAM IN COMMUNICATION

OAMs form an infinite Hilbert space, which makes it attractive for communication to multiplex
information in conjunction with lights other degrees of freedom: wavelength, polarization, and quadrature
(phase and amplitude). Prior to the discovery of OAM, it was only possible to multiplex independent
modulated data streams over different wavelengths as well as the two orthogonal polarization states. With
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Fig. 9. An illustration of a multi-dimensional multiplexing scheme using the wavelength, polarization, and OAM degrees of
freedom of light. For example, 18 data streams can be encoded using 3 OAM orders, 2 orthogonal polarization states, and 3
wavelengths.

the exponential growth of the internet, these degrees of freedom are becoming saturated (i.e., we are
approaching the Shannon Limit in fiber), and so the space degree of freedom in the form of OAM is an
exciting candidate to solve this issue [25]. By harnessing OAM (or any other orthogonal spatial mode for
that matter), we can theoretically multiply the capacity of a communication system by the number of
modes used, illustrated in Fig. 9. No system is perfect, however, and a discussion of the issues one can
expect to face are in Sec. IV-B.

Instead of multiplexing, the beam’s shape can also act as an information carrier, sometimes without
the need for complicated or bulky detection devices or compensating for propagation effects. Only a
camera is required to detect the beam shape and machine learning algorithms for beam identification. The
concept can be viewed as Morse code with a theoretically infinite alphabet, instead of the ‘dash’ and
‘dot’. Krenn et al. demonstrated in 2014 the transmission of 16 green mode shapes over a 3 km-long
turbulent channel through the city of Vienna (Austria) [26]. This work was followed by a demonstration
between two Canary Islands over a total propagation distance of 143 km [27].

Mode index modulation is also promising for harsh free space and underwater environments, as
demonstrated in [28], [29]. The mode index modulation concept is still limited by how many beams can
be generated by the transmitter, the highest beam order that can be collected by the receiving optics, and
the maximum number of shapes that can be correctly distinguished by the used ML algorithm.

Many studies based on the use of OAMs to communicate in free space, optical fibers, and underwater
optical communication have been reported [7], [8]. The OAM degree of freedom has also shown to be
promising in radio frequency communications. What follows is a brief summary of the use of OAM in
each of these communication mediums.

A. OAM Communications in ...

1) Free Space: FSO is a license-free technology that provides line-of-sight communication between
two terminals connected via laser beams propagating in the atmosphere. FSO is a solution to ‘last mile’
and ‘last meter’ problems in communication networks, especially when optical fiber connectivity is scarce.
Gibson et al. demonstrated in 2004 that OAM beams can be used to carry information in free space [30].
Eight years after this seminal experiment, beyond 1 Tbps FSO communication over a short free-space
distance was reported in [31]. The first Tbps scale demonstration opened the doors to several followup
high-speed reports beyond 100 Tbps [32] and also exceeding 1 Pbps (that is a 1000 Tbps) over laboratory
test-benches [33]. An outdoor demonstration reported a 400 Gbps free space transmission over a distance
of 120 m using 4 OAM modes, each carrying a 100 Gbps signal [34]. OAM beams have also been
suggested to increase the capacity of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) FSO communication [35]. Authors
of [35] successfully demonstrate a two-OAM beam transmission, each carrying a 40 Gbps data signal,
over the same UAV-ground station link.
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2) Optical Fiber: For several years, increasing the transmission capacity of optical fiber communication
links has been ensured using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and polarization division multiplex-
ing (PDM). The former consists of encoding independent data streams over different wavelength channels,
which are then propagated over the same optical fiber. The latter is based on the use of two orthogonal
polarization states to transport two independent signals over the same fiber. With the continuous demand
for more and more capacity, space division multiplexing (SDM) was proposed to solve the bandwidth
bottleneck in fiber communication [36]. SDM has two approaches based on the use of two different optical
fiber types; fibers that support multiple spatial modes and fibers have multiple cores. Multicore fibers
(MCFs) can be viewed as a superposition of single mode fibers (SMFs) sharing the same outer cladding.
SDM in fibers supporting a set of spatial modes is known as SDM over few mode fibers (FMFs). The
idea of using multiple modes of light over the same fibers dates back to the 1980s with mode division
multiplexing (MDM) in multimode fibers (MMFs) [37], [38], but was objected at that time because of a
major performance-limiting factor, which is intermodal dispersion in particular with fibers supporting a
few hundreds of modes. The idea was then resurfaced with fibers supporting a manageable number of
modes (i.e., FMFs). OAM was proposed as a potential mode of choice for SDM over FMFs. The first
experiment on the topic was conducted by Bozinovic et al. [39] and reported a 1.6 Tbps transmission
using 2 OAM states and ten wavelength channels over a 1.1 km specially designed fiber, known as “vortex
fiber”.

Unlike linearly polarized (LP) modes, which are widely used in SDM, OAM does not require digital
signal processing (DSP) operations to separate between the beams after propagation through the fibers
[40]. This is a convenient feature to ensure convergence between free space optics and fiber technologies.
Modes propagating in free space can be coupled to optical fibers and possibly propagated to free space
without any intermediate conversion devices to convert the information from OAM to LP modes and
then to OAM modes again. Another potential for OAM beams is the ability to propagate in MMFs with
minimum crosstalk over distances of a few kilometers [41]. This gives another clear advantage of OAMs
compared to LP modes, which severely suffer from crosstalk when propagating through MMFs.

3) Underwater: Over the last few years, UWOC has seen tremendous progress for short-range
transmissions of a few tens of meters through the water [42]. UWOC is proposed to cope with the
limitations of the acoustic communication technology suffering from low latency and limited bandwidth
in order to satisfy the growing demand for higher data rates for a wide range of applications, including
marine life exploration, climate change control, and oil pipeline monitoring. Because of UWOC, Gbps
transmission rates are now possible. UWOC mainly benefits from the blue-green (400-500 nm) region
of the spectrum due to the low attenuation of light signals in this window and the recent advances in
the development of energy-efficient light-emitting diodes and lasers. OAM was proposed to increase the
capacity of UWOC further and achieve multi-gigabit links [43], [44]. A 3 Gbps transmission over a 2.96
m long water tube using two OAM beams generated using homemade SPPs was reported [43]. Up to
40 Gbps transmission was reported using four green OAM states through a 1.2 m of water [44]. Very
recently, it has been shown in [45] that OAM beams can propagate over a distance of 55 m underwater
channel.

4) Radio: In 2007, it was shown, through simulations by Thidé et al., that OAM-carrying waves
can be generated in the RF domain [46]. A seminal experiment reporting the transfer of information
over a radio OAM beam was conducted in Venice (Italy) [47]. This demonstration was followed by
a millimeter-wave transmission reporting a total data rate of 32 Gbps over a distance of 2.5 m [48].
Many studies in the literature have investigated how to optimize the design of OAM-based RF systems,
particularly in transmitting and receiving antennas designs. RF radio waves can be generated using SPPs
in a similar manner to the optical waves or using uniform circular antenna (UCA) arrays [49]. UCAs are
the most common generation tool of radio OAMs. A UCA is composed of a set of N elements that are
equally spaced around the circumference, as can be seen in Fig. 10. A phase shift of ∆φ = 2π`/N is set
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Fig. 10. An illustration of an N element UCA, with an azimuthal phase difference between two adjacent elements of ∆φ = 2π`/N .

between every two adjacent elements, where ` is the desired OAM order to generate. Note that the same
UCA can be used to generate multiple radio OAM, and the maximum order is | ` |≤ N

2 − 1. UCAs can
also be used for the detection of radio OAM beams [50].

B. OAM Challenges in Communication

Although OAM multiplexing holds great potentials in various communication technologies, the
deployment of OAM communication links in different propagation media is subject to several challenges,
including divergence and the non-resilience to propagation effects. In the following, we briefly discuss
some of those challenges.

1) Divergence: As it propagates in free space, light beams tend to diverge. For a Gaussian beam
(approximate output beam shape of most of the lasers), the beam varies along the propagation direction
as described by Eq. (9). The divergence of OAM beams scales with

√
| ` | +1 [51], which imposes a

huge requirement for the design of receiving apertures needed to collect a beam at the receiver compared
to the one necessary for a Gaussian beam collection. Similar to optical communication, divergence is a
significant challenge for RF OAM and might result in bulky receiving antennas design.

2) Turbulence for Optical Wireless Links: Turbulence in optical wireless communication has been a
severe obstacle for the wide-scale deployment of OAM communication (and indeed any higher order modes
[52]). Propagation through turbulent channels leads to an exchange of energy between co-propagating
OAM beams [53], known as intermodal crosstalk. An illustration of an OAM beam propagating through
atmospheric turbulence and the resulting intermodal crosstalk is depicted in Fig. 11. Intermodal crosstalk
is deleterious to optical wireless communication and results in a mode-dependent loss. Turbulence in free
space originates from the random refractive index fluctuations caused by the atmosphere’s temperature
and pressure variations. Turbulence in an underwater environment is caused by random fluctuations of
temperature and salinity along the propagation channel. Air-bubbles impose additional challenges by
partially obstructing or completely the propagating beams.

3) Multipath for RF links: RF OAM links are subject to an effect known as multipath fading that
could lead to severe performance degradation. Multipath is an effect in which the signal sent by the
transmitter arrives in multiple paths to the receiver and is mainly caused by reflections from surfaces
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Fig. 11. An illustration of (a) OAM mode waterfront distortion after 1 km of propagation through a turbulent atmosphere (b)
intermodal crosstalk caused by turbulence. The turbulence is simulated using the modified von kármán turbulence model. More
details on atmospheric turbulence modeling and simulations can be found in [54], and references therein.

along the propagation path (e.g., ground, water, buildings) (and/or atmospheric effects). Multipath results
in intra-and inter-channel crosstalk, i.e., energy from one OAM beam is coupled into the same beam and
also to other OAM beams [55]. Multipath also leads to intersymbol interference (ISI) that occurs when
the time delay between the propagation paths is comparable with the signal duration.

4) Bulky Generation & Detection Devices: Several generation and detection methods have been proven
to be efficient to generate high-purity beams and detect beams with high accuracy, as shown in Section III.
However, many of these techniques require maintaining fine alignment and can be bulky for system
deployment in practical scenarios. For example, despite their versatility, SLMs are bulky and require
maintaining alignment with the laser and also blocking the unwanted diffraction orders.

C. OAM Communication Perspectives

1) Beating the Effect of Turbulence: Beating the effect of turbulence can be done using several
techniques such as adaptive optics (AO) and digital signal processing techniques. AO is a technology
that aims to measure the aberrations caused by random propagation effects at the beam level using a
wavefront sensor and correct for them using a wavefront corrector. AO can be installed in two different
schemes; at the receiver or the transmitter:
• Pre-compensation scheme: when the AO is installed at the transmitter, and within this scheme, the

beam is distorted before propagation. The distortion is compensated along the propagation, and a
quasi-perfect beam is obtained at the transmitter.

• Post-compensation scheme: when the AO is installed at the receiver, the received distorted beam is
corrected before being decoded.

Both AO schemes have been used to correct for turbulence in OAM multiplexing high-speed FSO
experiments [56].

Compensating for turbulence effects using DSP-based solutions involves coding at the transmitter or
estimation techniques at the receiver. Beamforming techniques have been equally demonstrated. The idea
is to encode a superposition of beams, and the pre-generated crosstalk is compensated by the channel
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effects [57]. The major requirements of this technique are the continuous feedback from the receiver and
the accurate phase estimation at the transmitter. Similarly, the choice of modes at the transmitter also
makes a significant difference in the performance of a system through turbulence [58]–[60].

Another relatively new technique to cope with the effect of turbulence is modal diversity. Modal
diversity harnesses the hypothesis that different modes experience turbulence slightly differently when they
propagate - although this is still unproven and not modeled [61], [62]. In a single-channel communication
system, there is a certain probability of error. If two or more statistically independent channels are used,
the error probabilities can be multiplied and are therefore dramatically reduced. Modal diversity has
been demonstrated using different OAM modes, which also have different sizes and divergences as they
propagate [63], [64], as well as a combination of HG and LG modes with identical sizes [61].

2) Coping with OAM RF Challenges: To cope with the impact of divergence in RF OAM links,
particularly over long distances, a time-domain OAM reception technique was proposed in [65]. The idea
is to use a single antenna to detect multiple OAM beams in the time domain rather than the space domain
by rotating the OAM at the transmitter. This can considerably ease the requirement to collect the full
OAM ring to detect the encoded information sent by the transmitter. To minimize the ISI in RF OAM
links, authors of [66] proposed using the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 1 technique
to encode the digital signals on the OAM beams.

3) Toward the Use of Complete Modal Bases: Using the full Laguerre Gaussian mode basis has been
found to be efficient in communication [67]. More than 100 LG modes over 3 wavelengths were successfully
multiplexed and de-multiplexed using CGHs, demonstrating the feasibility to encode information using
the full LG basis [67]. The use of 4 LG modes with different radial and azimuthal indices enabled an
FSO transmission of 400 Gbps [68].
There have been a number of studies into the resilience of different mode sets to turbulence. HG modes
have been shown to be more robust than OAM and LG modes because certain HG modes have a resilience
to lateral translation (tip and tilt) at the detector [59], [69]. Modal diversity has also been demonstrated
with identical order LG and HG modes, which have the same size and divergence properties, indicating
that the diversity gain comes from the mode shape and not just its size [61]. This has subsequently been
demonstrated at high speed [70].

4) Toward Small-Footprint Mode Generation/Detection Devices: Compact twisted light transmitters
that could be tuned at the nano-second speed have been demonstrated [71]. Recently a tunable OAM
microlaser able to switch between up to 5 OAM states has been demonstrated [72]. Still, such a laser
hasn’t been tested for a communication experiment. Microstructured SPPs that could be integrated on top
of lasers have also been constructed using two-photon lithography (TPL) 2 and used to establish FSO
communication at the near-infrared region [73].
Small foot-print detection techniques have also been demonstrated [74], [75]. Authors of [74] reported
the fabrication (using the TPL technique) of a micro-scale mode sorter capable of detecting OAMs with
| ` |≤ 3 over a broad wavelength range. A miniaturized OAM mode sorter fabricated using electron beam
lithography 3 was demonstrated in [75].
These efforts on miniaturizing OAM mode generation and detection techniques are a significant step
toward using OAM in real-life applications. In addition to generation and detection devices, particular
efforts should be equally given to the design of OAM amplifiers.

1OFDM is a digital modulation technique widely used in wireless radio communication and consists of the use of multiple
spaced sub-carriers instead of a single carrier frequency, which considerably lowers ISI

2A 3D printing fabrication technique with a 100 nm resolution based on two-photon absorption to create features in a
photosensitive material known us photoresist or resist.

3A 3D printing technique with sub-10 nm resolution that is based on scanning a focused beam of electrons on a surface
covered with a resist.
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Fig. 12. (a) The Poincaré sphere showing all the possible states of polarization of light indicated in Dirac notation with the
Stokes parameters (S1,2,3) also visualised. Vector vortex modes can be visualised on a Higher-Order Poincaré sphere shown in
(b) and (c), with the definitions of the labels given in Sec. V.

V. VECTOR VORTEX BEAMS

So far, the discussion has been limited to scalar spatial modes or modes with uniform polarization.
Scalar modes are, in fact, a special case of the Helmholtz equation in Eq. (1). There is another more
general class of modes with non-uniform polarization, which are called “vector” modes [76]–[79].

Before we delve further into what a vector mode is, a brief recap on polarization is necessary. Polarization
is a property of transverse waves, such as a laser beam, which specifies the orientation of the oscillations.
Since light is an electromagnetic wave with both electric and magnetic field components, we define
the polarization of light as the orientation of the electric field. In a quantum sense, when considering
individual photons, the polarization of the light is determined by the spin of the photons.

Stemming from this quantum spin, there are only two possible polarizations: left and right circular
polarization. Linearly polarized light consists of a superposition of the two circular polarization states.
The state of polarization of a laser beam can be visualized on a so-called Poincaré sphere, shown in
Fig. 12(a). Any point on the surface of the sphere is a valid polarization state, with the north and south
poles being the two circular polarization states. If one moves down one of the longitudes of the sphere to
the equator, the light becomes linearly polarized, namely horizontal, vertical, diagonal, or anti-diagonal,
or somewhere in between. If the state of the polarization is between linear and circular, we call this
elliptical polarization.

A mathematical way of describing the state of polarization of light (or electromagnetic radiation in
general) is via Stokes parameters, which are indicated in Fig. 12 as S1, S2 and S3 and described in more
detail in Sec. V-B1 [80]. The Stokes parameters are Cartesian coordinates that can be easily mapped to
spherical coordinates with the radius of the sphere being the intensity, S0 = I , of the wave.

Since we can represent an arbitrary state of polarization using a superposition of left and right polarization
components, which form an orthonormal basis, we can describe a unit-amplitude, paraxial vector fields
(or vector modes) in the form

U(s) = cos(θ)UL(s)êL + eiα sin(θ)UR(s)êR, (25)

where s refers to the field’s transverse coordinates which can be Cartesian where s , (x, y) or cylindrical
where s , (r, φ). The orthogonal left and right circularly polarized unit vectors are given by êL and êR,
respectively. The amplitude factors cos(θ) and sin(θ) allow a smooth transition of the field from pure
scalar (when θ = 0 or π/2) to pure vector (when θ = π/4) given that θ ∈ [0, π/2]. For generality, α is
a phase difference between the two components of the field. Finally, UL(s) and UR(s) are the spatial
electric field solutions, such as those given earlier in Sec. II.
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Fig. 13. The four cylindrical vector vortex modes showing intensity and polarization direction.

A common yet special case that has received a lot of attention is the so-called cylindrical vector vortex
(CVV) modes, which are colloquially OAM vector beams. These can be written in cylindrical coordinates
with s , (r, φ), as

U(s) = cos(θ)A(r)ei`φêL + eiα sin(θ)A(r)e−i`φêR (26)

where A(r) exp (±i`φ) describes a scalar OAM mode with azimuthal index `. These CVV modes are
non-separable states of light where OAM and polarization are coupled. By adjusting the parameters θ and
α we can construct all the states on the higher-order Poincaré sphere, which is shown in Fig. 12(b) and
(c) for ` = ±1 [81].

A convenient notation exists whereby we can write vector modes in a clear and concise manner called
Dirac (or bra-ket) notation [82], [83]. Dirac notation is a tool borrowed from the quantum world, which
will be described in more detail in Sec. VI. Using this notation, Eq. (26) simply becomes

| U〉 = cos(θ) | `〉 | L〉+ eiα sin(θ)| −`〉 | R〉. (27)

From this, there are four cylindrical vector vortex mode bases given by

| TM〉 =
1√
2

(| −`〉 | L〉+ | `〉 | R〉) ,

| TE〉 =
i√
2

(| −`〉 | L〉− | `〉 | R〉) ,

| HEe〉 =
1√
2

(| `〉 | L〉+ | −`〉 | R〉) ,

| HEo〉 =
i√
2

(| `〉 | L〉− | −`〉 | R〉) .

(28)

These are known as the Transverse Magnetic (TM), Transverse Electric (TE), Hybrid Electric Even (HEe),
and Hybrid Electric Odd (HEo) modes and are visualized in Fig. 13. These modes have become a topic
of great interest because of the higher dimensional encoding capabilities for mode division multiplexing
in classical optical communications as well as quantum systems discussed in more detail in Sec. VI-D.

In classical communications, it has been claimed that the use of vector vortex modes would make a
system more resilient to atmospheric turbulence (and hence more reliable) [84]–[86], but it was found
that this may not be the case [60]. The polarization distribution of these modes is similar to the fiber LP
modes, which makes hybrid fiber to free-space systems a possibility [87].

Other uses of vector modes include optical trapping [88]–[90], due to the tight focus-ability and hence
trapping efficiency of vector vortex beams, micro-drilling and material processing [91]–[94], particle
acceleration [95] and even in microscopy [96], [97].
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A. Generation using Spatial Light Modulators

A number of methods for the creation of vector modes have arisen over the years. Passive devices
such as meta-materials and q-plates are able to do so in a static fashion, but often in a lab environment,
these methods are too limiting. One of the first methods capable of creating vector vortex modes was to
use a Sagnac interferometer arrangement built around a spatial light modulator as one of the mirrors and
a dove prism to add a phase shift [98]. Subsequently, more versatile approaches have arisen.

In a lab environment, liquid crystal spatial light modulators, which are, in essence, digital holograms,
are ubiquitous for beam shaping [99]. Unfortunately, they are typically only able to modulate light with
a specific linear polarization. As such, if they are to be used to create vector modes, then the output
beams must somehow be separated and passed through wave plates (phase retarders) to impose different
polarizations on each mode before coherently recombining them into a vector mode. High resolution
digital micro-mirror devices are becoming popular as they can also be used as digital holograms, albeit
with lower light efficiency, but for arbitrary polarization [100]. Another benefit of DMDs is their high
speed compared to liquid crystal spatial light modulators [19], [24], [101].

Here, two methods will be described to create arbitrary vector modes. The first method makes use
of a DMD and is shown in Fig. 14(a) [102]. An incoming, diagonally polarized beam is split using a
Wollaston prism into horizontal and vertical components that symmetrically diverge at a small angle
(approximately 1◦). A 4f telescope arrangement maps these diverging components to a DMD, after which
the zero-order reflections will continue to separate. A quarter-wave plate (QWP) is placed into the path
of these two beams to convert the opposite linear polarization states into left and right circular polarized
beams. The DMD displays a binary hologram, which is the superposition of two holograms, one intended
for each beam. The gratings of the holograms are rotated and adjusted, such that the resulting modulated
first-orders emerge from the DMD overlapped as a vector beam. A spatial filter is used to separate this
beam from the reflected zero-orders. In this arrangement, it is also possible to use the DMD as a phase
retarder to further modify the polarization of the component beams (for example, to reduce the vector
quality factor, see Sec. V-B2). If a Wollaston prism is not available, it is possible to use a standard
polarizing beam splitter (PBS); however, the setup will be significantly larger.

The second method uses a liquid crystal spatial light modulator and relies on a Sagnac interferometer
arrangement to overlap the spatially modulated beams, shown in Fig. 14(b) [103]. An incoming horizontally
polarized, expanded beam reflects off an SLM, which has two holograms side-by-side intended for each
polarization component of the beam. The grating of each hologram is configured such that the first
orders are overlapped at the spatial filter after the SLM. After this spatial filter, each half of the beam
will be spatially separated by a certain small distance. A half-wave plate (HWP) is used to rotate the
polarization of these two beam components to diagonal. In order to overlap these two parallel beams, a
Sagnac interferometer is used with a polarizing beam splitter. The interferometer should be adjusted so
that one of the horizontal and one of the vertical components overlap, after which a spatial filter is used to
block the non-overlapping beams. Finally, the beam, which is a vector mode with horizontal and vertical
polarization, is passed through a QWP to convert it to a more standard left and right circular polarization.

B. Characterisation of Vector Vortex Beams

The tools used to characterize scalar modes such as OAM modes are usually quite straight forward, as
discussed in Sec. II. However, because vector modes also have a polarization component, it is important
to include that in their analysis.

Several techniques exist for “sorting” and detecting vector vortex modes, for example those given in
Refs. [60], [104]–[107]. These techniques are useful when the orthogonality of the modes in a system is
harnessed, such as in multiplexed optical communications, however, here we focus more generally on the
characterisation of vector beams. In this section, we describe two main techniques used to measure the
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Fig. 14. Two versatile experimental setups for the creation of arbitrary vector beams with insets of example holograms. A
digital micromirror device (DMD) is used in (a) to modulate two different polarization incoming beams using two superimposed
holograms with the resulting first-orders overlapped [102]. In (b), a spatial light modulator is split into two holograms and the
first-orders of each hologram are overlapped with a Sagnac interferometer arrangement [103].

spatial distribution of polarization of a beam, called Stokes polarimetry, and the so-called Vector Quality
Factor (VQF), which is a measure of the degree of non-separability of the vector mode.

1) Stokes Polarimetry: Stokes polarimetry is a mature technique in optics used to measure the spatial
polarization structure of an optical field [80]. This is a useful tool for measuring vector modes as it allows
us to visualize the polarization orientation and ellipticity across the beam. One can then verify whether
this distribution corresponds to what is expected for the mode of interest.

As mentioned before, the state of polarization of light can be fully characterised with four Stokes
parameters, S0 through S3. The first parameter, S0 describes the total intensity of the optical field. The
remaining three parameters describe the polarization. S1 represents the amount of linear polarization
(horizontal and vertical), S2 the amount of diagonal polarization (45◦ and 135◦) and S3 the amount
of circular polarization (left and right). The Stokes parameters can conveniently be measured as the
corresponding intensities of the light after it has been filtered using polarizers and phase retarders [108].
In summary, each parameter is given by

S0 = IH + IV = I0,

S1 = IH − IV = 2IH − S0,
S2 = ID − IA = 2ID − S0,
S3 = IR − IL = 2IR − S0,

(29)

where Ix are the horizontal, vertical, diagonal, anti-diagonal, left, and right polarization intensity
components. Notice that not all the measurements are required because we can rearrange the equations,
knowing the relationship between the various polarization states.

By measuring these parameters in a spatially discrete manner, for example, with a camera, we can plot
the polarization ellipse at multiple spatial points, depending on the required resolution. The polarization
ellipse is an intuitive way to visualize polarization in two dimensions as opposed to the Poincaré sphere.
At the extremes, for linear, the ellipse is stretched into a line pointing in the direction of polarization, and
for circular polarization, the ellipse is round. Fig. 15(a) shows a parameterised ellipse and an example
of a spatial polarization map in Fig. 15(b) of the cylindrical vector vortex modes in Fig. 13, with the
parameters given by [103]

A =

√
1

2

(
S0 +

√
S2
1 + S2

2

)
, (30)
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Fig. 15. The polarization ellipse, which represents the state of polarization of an optical field. Equations (30), (31) and (32) give
the parameters in (a). The arrow indicates the direction of polarization but may be visualised differently, such as in red and blue
for left and right, depending on the application with an arbitrary example in (b).

TABLE I
THE SPATIAL INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS USED FOR THE VQF.

Polarization ` = 1 ` = −1 α = 0 α = π/2 α = π α = 3π/2
L I11 I12 I13 I14 I15 I16
R I21 I22 I23 I24 I25 I26

B =

√
1

2

(
S0 −

√
S2
1 + S2

2

)
, (31)

α =
1

2
arctan(S2/S1). (32)

2) Vector Quality Factor: The vector quality factor (VQF) provides a convenient metric that indicates
the degree of coupling between the polarization and spatial degrees of freedom of a vector mode: in other
words, the “vectorness” of the measured mode [109], [110]. A value of zero indicates no coupling (i.e.,
the mode is scalar), and a value of one indicates strong coupling (i.e., the mode is vector).

The VQF borrows tools from the quantum world and exploits the fact that vector beams can be viewed
as classically “entangled”, or non-separable in their spatial and polarization degrees of freedom. As such,
the VQF is a classical measure of the concurrence, C, of the beam, given by

VQF = <{C} = <


√

1−
∑
i

〈σi〉2
 , (33)

where 〈σ1〉, 〈σ2〉 and 〈σ3〉 are the expectation values of the so-called Pauli operators. These values
(summarised in Tab. I) can be measured experimentally with a total of twelve spatial intensity measurements,
six for each polarization of the beam (left and right circular), to map the higher order Poincaré sphere
described earlier. The expectation values of the Pauli operators are then calculated using these measurements
as follows:

〈σ1〉 = (I13 + I23) + (I15 + I25),

〈σ2〉 = (I14 + I24) + (I16 + I26),

〈σ3〉 = (I11 + I21) + (I12 + I22).

(34)

For each polarization, the six intensity measurements are the modal decomposition of the beam into the
pure OAM modes, ei`φ and e−i`φ, as well as four super-positions of these modes with varying inter-modal
phase given by α: ei`φ + eiαei`φ. Spatial mode bases other than OAM may be used, but here our focus is
on cylindrical vector vortex modes.

Fortunately, these measurements can be done simultaneously with a polarization grating, multiplexed
holograms and a camera, illustrated in Fig. 16, which also has insets of the various phases required for
the spatial measurements.
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Fig. 16. An example setup to measure the vector quality factor. A polarization grating separates the left and right polarization
and a modal decomposition is performed on each using a spatial light modulator (SLM), Fourier lens (FL) and a camera. The
insets at the top left are the phases for each of the spatial measurements.

VI. OAM IN QUANTUM OPTICS

A. Canonical Quantization

Up to this point, we have described light as an electromagnetic wave phenomena fully described by
classical means. Nonetheless, there are some scenarios where the quantum description is more appropriate,
i.e., in the case of low intensity or when non–linear processes are involved. A vast literature study such
cases [111]–[116], indeed, the quantum theory of light and matter interaction is in the realm of quantum
optics.

The first step when studying quantum optics phenomena, is to quantize the electromagnetic field. Within
the Coulomb gauge [82], the vector potential A obeys the wave equation

∇2A− 1

c2
∂2A

∂t2
= 0, (35)

where c is the speed of light in the vacuum, ∇A = 0, and the electric and magnetic fields are given by

E = −∂A
∂t

, (36)

B = ∇×A. (37)

Considering periodic boundary conditions in a box of volume V = L3, we arrive to the expression

A(r, t) =
1√
V

∑
k,λ

[
ck,λe

−i(ωkt−k·r) + c∗k,λe
i(ωkt−k·r)

]
ek,λ, (38)

where ck,λ is a complex coefficient, ωk = ck and ek,λ corresponds to the polarization vectors. Note that
Eq. (38) corresponds to a plane wave expansion and in principle, we can arrive to a similar expression
for a different spatial mode.

What follows is a procedure known as canonical quantization. This is done by taking a set of dynamic
variables that allows calculating any quantity of the system at any time t (upon the proper time evolution).
From the set of dynamic variables, we can pick the ones that come in pairs of canonically conjugate
variables, namely the coordinate and momentum (q, p). The idea now is to replace each pair of coordinates
(q, p) by a pair of operators (q̂, p̂) that do not commute. To do that, we write the classical Hamiltonian

H =
1

2

∑
k,λ

(p2k,λ + ω2
kq

2
k,λ), (39)
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where ck,λ = 1
2ωk

√
ε0

(ωk,λqk,λ + ipk,λ), with the time evolution given by ck,λ(t) = ck,λ(0)e−iωt. Then,
we replace the conjugate variables by their corresponding operators that satisfy the commutation relation

[q̂k,λ, p̂k,λ] = i~δk,k′δλ,λ′ , (40)

where δi,j is the Kronecker delta symbol. All these ingredients allow us to finally write the Hamiltonian
of the quantized electromagnetic field as

Ĥ =
∑
k,λ

~ωk
(
â†k,λâk,λ +

1

2

)
=
∑
k,λ

~ωk
(
n̂k,λ +

1

2

)
, (41)

where
âk,λ =

1√
2~ωk

(ωk,λq̂k,λ + ip̂k,λ), (42)

â†k,λ =
1√

2~ωk
(ωk,λq̂k,λ − ip̂k,λ), (43)

n̂k,λ = â†k,λâk,λ, (44)

are known as the annihilation, creation and number operators and the following relations hold

[â†k,λ, â
†
k′,λ′ ] = 0, (45)

[âk,λ, âk′,λ′ ] = 0, (46)

[âk,λ, â
†
k′,λ′ ] = δk,k′δλ,λ′ (47)

Operatively speaking, the action of the previous operators can be summarized as

âk,λ | nk,λ〉 =
√
n | (n− 1)k,λ〉, (48)

â†k,λ | nk,λ〉 =
√
n+ 1 | (n+ 1)k,λ〉, (49)

n̂k,λ | nk,λ〉 = n | nk,λ〉, (50)

Ĥ | ψ〉 = En | ψ〉, (51)

where En = ~ωk
(
n+ 1

2

)
with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and the notation | ·〉 represents the usual ket from Dirac’s

notation [83]. Finally we can calculate the quantized vector potential by

Â(r, t) =
1√
V

∑
k,λ

√
~

2ωkε0

[
âk,λe

−i(ωkt−k·r) + â†k,λe
i(ωkt−k·r)

]
ek,λ, (52)

with ĉk,λ = âk,λ
√
~/2ωkε0. From Eq. (52), we can calculate the quantized electric and magnetic fields

with Ê = −∂Â
∂t and B̂ = ∇× Â.
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B. Fock States

We can generate the state | nk,λ〉 by applying n times the creation operator and normalizing

| nk,λ〉 =
(â†k,λ)n√
nk,λ!

| 0〉, (53)

such states are known as Fock states (or number estates) [117] and form a complete orthonormal basis

〈n|n′〉 = δn,n′ . (54)

To exemplify, let us write a single–photon state in the mode (k, λ), that is | 1k,λ〉. We can further express
a two–mode or multimode state as

| φ〉 =
∑
n1,n2

| n1, n2〉, (55)

| ϕ〉 =
∑

n1,n2,n3,...

| n1, n2, n3, . . .〉. (56)

The quantized electromagnetic field up to this point considers discrete wavelengths and wave vectors.
The transition to the continuum can be performed by doing

1√
V

∑
k,λ

(. . .)
L→∞−−−−→ 1√

(2π)3

∫
d3k

∑
λ

(. . .). (57)

For Fock states, one can prove that 〈n| Ê | n〉 is zero, whereas 〈n| Ê2 | n〉 does not vanish and is
proportional to the average detected intensity.

C. Photons carrying OAM

We can repeat a similar procedure for the quantization of the electromagnetic field, but this time, in
the context of paraxial light. The motivation to do so is to study paraxial modes, in particular the LG
modes discussed in the previous sections. In the paraxial regime, the quantization of the electromagnetic
field in the continuum limit yields to

Â(r, t) =

∫
k0

dk0

∫
q
d2q

∑
λ

√
~

16π3ωkε0

[
âk,λe

ik0ze−i(θ
2z−k·r⊥) + â†k,λe

−ik0zei(θ
2z−k·r⊥)

]
ek,λ. (58)

For the particular case of a LG mode in the paraxial regime, we obtain [82], [116]

Â(r, t) =

∫
k0

dk0
∑
λ,`,p

√
~

16π3ωkε0

[
âk0,λ,`,pe

ik0zLG`,p(r⊥, z; k0) + â†k0,λ,`,pe
−ik0zLG∗`,p(r⊥, z; k0)

]
ek,λ,

(59)
where

âk0,λ,`,p =

∫
âk,λLG∗`,p(q)d2q (60)

is the corresponding annihilation operator for LG modes. The following commutation relations hold

[â†k0,λ,`,p, â
†
k′
0,λ

′,`′,p′ ] = 0, (61)

[âk0,λ,`,p, â
′
k′
0,λ

′,`′,p] = 0, (62)

[âk0,λ,`,p, â
†
k′
0,λ

′,`′,p′ ] = δλ,λ′δ`,`′δp,p′δ(k0 − k′0). (63)
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Fig. 17. Schematic representation of OAM generation using a Non–Linear Crystal (NLC). A high intensity pump beam shines
an NLC to generate a photon pair. Given that the pump beam is a Gaussian beam, projecting one photon on a particular ` value,
projects its partner on −`.

In this way, we can express a Fock state in the LG mode as

| n`,p〉 =
(â†k0,λ,`,p)

n√
n`,p!

| 0〉. (64)

If we want to study a single photon in the LG mode, then we have

| 1`,p〉 = â†k0,λ,`,p | 0〉, (65)

where a common notation (assuming a single excitation) is to express the value of ` and p inside the ket.
This means

| `, p〉 =| 1`,p〉, (66)

and considering the latter notation then we have

〈`, p|`′, p′〉 = δ`,`′δp,p′ . (67)

D. Single-photon OAM Generation and Detection Methods

It is common to generate single photons carrying OAM through the use of a Non–Linear Crystal
(NLC) in a process known as Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (SPDC) [111]. In this process, a
high power laser (and typically with high frequency) shines an NLC and parametrically generates two
lower-frequency photons. For convenience, we label those photons as a pump (for the high-frequency
input beam), idler, and signal (for the two photons coming out the NLC). This source of single photons
is also a source of entanglement. Indeed, the correlations between entangled photons can exist in arrival
times, polarization, and momentum. Moreover, one can intuitively expect that since linear momentum
is conserved, orbital angular momentum should be conserved too. This led Zeilinger and colleagues to
explore this idea, where the photon pairs produced by the non–linear crystal also conserved OAM [118].
For example, if we use a Gaussian beam (`p = 0) as the input, then after the NLC each photon carries
–say `i and `s, with the condition that `p = `i + `s. In this manner, when we project one photon on a
particular ` value, the other photon will possess −` (see Fig. 17). This was experimentally verified and
since then has been extensively explored for the generation of single photons carrying OAM, entanglement
in higher-order modes, as well as non–diffracting and Ince–Gaussian modes [119]–[123]. The issue now
is how to project and measure the OAM on a single photon. For that, some ideas are in place. The most
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straightforward way is to think about the typical strategies to generate OAM beams, namely SPP or
forked holograms. If we take a Gaussian beam to illuminate either an SPP or a forked hologram, we will
surely generate an OAM mode. Then we can think about reversing that process, that is, taking the OAM
mode generated by the SPP or the forked hologram and send it back to the same device, as schematically
shown in Fig. 8. We can easily see that reversing the process will lead to the same Gaussian input beam.
This idea was used to experimentally measure the OAM in a pair of entangled photons [118].

Fig. 18. (a) Modified Mach–Zehnder interferometer with Dove prisms in each arm. By setting an appropriate angle on one of
the Dove prisms, we can efficiently sort single photons carrying OAM. (b) Schematic representation to sort higher–order OAM
modes. Each gray box, corresponds to on Mach–Zehnder interferometer (as in (a)) (c) Experimental results from [124]. We can
see how each photon carrying OAM is sorted to a particular output port. (Adapted from [124])

In terms of measurement, there are some remarkable studies that address this problem in an efficient
way. In 2002, Leach and colleagues presented an experimental scheme to sort single photons carrying
OAM by using Mach–Zehnder (MZ) interferometers and two Dove prisms, one in each arm, as depicted
in Fig. 18(a) [124]. This interferometric technique uses the fact that a Dove prism adds a phase factor
dependent on the angle α, and particularly for OAM modes, also depends on the ` value. This means that
placing two Dove prisms and properly setting their relative angle will lead to constructive interference in
one of the output ports of the MZ interferometer. Cascading many interferometers will allow us to sort
single photons by their ` values (see Fig. 18(b)–(c)).

Another interesting approach was published in 2010 [125], [126]. In that work, the idea studied a
log–polar transformation of the OAM mode, resulting in an unwrapping, i.e. the azimuthal phase variation
of the mode is transformed to a linear phase change. To achieve this, two refractive devices are in place
(see Fig. 19). The first element unwraps the input mode (left in Fig. 19(a)), whereas the second surface
(right in Fig. 19(a)) corrects the output light. After the second element, a lens is placed to direct the mode
to an `–dependent position in the Fourier plane. The refractive elements have the following phase profiles

φ1(x, y) =
2πa

λf

[
y tan−1(y/x)− x ln

(√
x2 + y2

b

)
+ x

]
, (68)

φ2(u, v) = −2πab

λf
exp(−u/a) cos(v/a), (69)
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where λ is the wavelength, (x, y) and (u, v) are the Cartesian coordinates in the input and output planes.
f is the focal distance of the lens, a = d/2π with d related to the length of the transformed beam and b
is a parameter that translates the output beam in the u direction. The required phase elements can be
observed in Fig. 19(a), as well as an schematic experimental setup in in Fig. 19(b). Please note that both
schemes previously commented are in principle 100% efficient.

Fig. 19. Efficient detection of OAM states using a Log–Polar transformation. (a) Phase profiles of the refractive elements that
constitute the OAM mode sorter. (b) Experimental setup. Notice that both phase elements were programmed on an SLM. (c)
Experimental results. Observe how each ` value is sorted to a particular lateral position at the detector plane. (Adapted from
[125])

E. Applications in quantum cryptography

The higher dimensionality that OAM modes possess is desirable in many situations, namely, sharing
or protecting information. This higher dimensionality can be seen as a bigger alphabet available, where
each “letter” corresponds to a particular OAM mode. This immediately brings the idea of increasing
the capacity to share information or make more robust and secure communications through quantum
cryptographic schemes.

The typical players in the context of information sharing are Alice (A), Bob (B), and Eve (E). Alice
and Bob want to share information through a channel, while Eve attempts to intercept their messages.
Classically speaking, the one–time pad is an encryption technique (cipher) with a message m ∈ {0, 1}n
and a random key k ∈ {0, 1}n such that [127]

E(k,m) = k ⊕m = e, (70)

D(k, e) = k ⊕ e = m, (71)

where E(·) is the encryption, D(·) the decryption, e is the encrypted message and ⊕ is the addition
modulo 2 or XOR. An interesting feature of this cipher is that it has perfect secrecy given that the
length of the key is bigger or equal to the length of the message [128]. This imposes the condition of a
long enough key, but also the fact that both parties (Alice and Bob) must possess the key, but not any
eavesdropper (Eve). This last point is where quantum key distribution (QKD) comes into play. The idea
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Fig. 20. Schematic representation of the BB84 QKD protocol. The shaded parts represent the discarded bits.

now is to generate a random key and securely distribute it among Alice and Bob, once both have the key,
they can secretly share information using, for example, the one–time pad.

We can categorize quantum key distribution protocols according to the property exploited: prepare
and measure (for example, BB84 [129]) and entanglement based (for example, E91 [130]) protocols. In
both cases, the use of OAM modes presents the advantage of a larger alphabet (in principle unbounded)
that allows us to increase the coding density as well as a higher security margin. For simplicity, let us
describe the BB84 protocol using a two dimensional Hilbert space (polarization). In this protocol, Alice
sends single photons with either horizontal or vertical (HV–basis), diagonal, or anti-diagonal (DA–basis)
polarization state through a quantum channel. Then Bob selects a basis at random (HV or DA) and
measures the photons sent by Alice. After Bob measures all the photons, he communicates (using a
classical channel) the basis chosen by him. Alice then responds back by saying where the basis was
correctly picked. Finally, Alice and Bob discard the photons where the basis did not match and obtain a
secure key (see Fig. 20). As stated before, we can increase the amount of information by using a larger
Hilbert space. This indeed has been done using OAM modes [131]–[133], and vector vortex states [105],
[134], increasing thus the efficiency of the protocol. Let us deepen the latter.

In Sec. V, we discussed modes with non–homogeneous polarization distributions across the transverse
plane, the so–called vector modes. It turns out that it is possible to generate single photons with such
exotic properties [135]. That is, we can experimentally create the single photon state

| ψ〉`,θ =
1√
2

(| `〉 | R〉+ exp(iθ) | −`〉 | L〉) , (72)

where θ ∈ {0, π}, R stands for right– and L for left–handed polarization. Notice that for a fixed ` value,
we have four orthonormal vector modes, and as such, we also have a mutually unbiased counterpart.
Within this context let us define our computational basis for the vector modes

| 00〉v =
1√
2

(| `〉 | R〉+ | −`〉 | L〉) , (73)

| 01〉v =
1√
2

(| `〉 | R〉− | −`〉 | L〉) , (74)

| 10〉v =
1√
2

(| `〉 | L〉+ | −`〉 | R〉) , (75)

| 11〉v =
1√
2

(| `〉 | L〉− | −`〉 | R〉) , (76)

and the corresponding mutually unbiased basis

| 00〉s =| −`〉 | D〉, (77)
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Fig. 21. Schematic representation of the QKD protocol with vector modes. (a)–(d) Schematic and theoretical inner product
measurements for the subspace ` = ±1 and ` = ±10. (e) Vector basis (up) and Scalar basis (down). (f) Alice randomly sends
scalar and vector modes, which Bob measures using either a scalar (SA) or vector (VA) detector. In a classical call, both agree
which bits remove. (g) Depicts an example of encryption/decryption using a 98 bit long key generated with this approach.
(Adapted from [105])

| 01〉s =| `〉 | D〉, (78)

| 10〉s =| −`〉 | A〉, (79)

| 11〉s =| `〉 | A〉, (80)

where D and A represent the diagonal and antidiagonal polarization states, whereas the subscript v and s
stand for vector and scalar, respectively. Notice that the vector and scalar basis defined in Eqs. (73)–(80)
are analogous to the basis exemplified in Fig. 20. Alice randomly prepares and sends a photon. Bob
randomly selects either a scalar or vector detector [105]. Then, Alice and Bob discard the mismatched basis
in a classical channel and thus remove the corresponding bits. Finally, both have a randomly generated
secret key, which was used to transfer information, as shown in Fig. 21.

SUMMARY

OAM has seen tremendous progress in various fields since its initial discovery. We started this article
by introducing different mode bases with OAM dependence, and we particularly described the main
techniques to generate and detect OAM modes derived from the LG mode family. We then focused
on different OAM use cases in communication. In a later section, vector OAM carrying beams were
discussed. Finally, we discuss the contributions of OAM in quantum optics.

Several other mode bases offer unlimited orthogonal modes that can be harnessed. Still, more research
should be done to cope with the different challenges mainly related to the generation and detection of
those light modes and understand their propagation dynamics.
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